
CloudMail™ is budget-friendly email hosting
that has everything business users need.
Not all users need the bells and whistles offered from the big email hosting providers like 

M365 and Google, so we’ve created an affordable option that includes the features vital 

to most businesses while keeping costs low. CloudMail™ provides affordable 25GB 

hosted email, contacts & calendars. It’s easy to split your domains, so the users that need 

more services can use those, while the users who just need the basics use CloudMail.

�
Flexible access options

Email with your preferred email client via 

POP3/IMAP, or in our webmail console.

�
Massive 25GB mailboxes

You’ll never have to worry about your 

inbox size. No more “inbox full” messages!

�
Email security Included

Security is seamlessly integrated so 

there’s nothing to install or maintain.

All the email essentials business users need
Keep up with your inbox through our convenient webmail, or in any email client via 

POP3/SMTP syncing. CloudMail is filtered for spam, virues, phishing attacks, and more, 

so your people are protected from the latest email-based threats. Contacts and Calen-

dar features are included, with full CardDav/CalDav support for syncing.

Save money with split-domains
Not everyone needs all the features of Microsoft 365 or Google Workspace, so you can 

utilize CloudMail to you split domains into groups. People who email a lot can keep using 

the more expensive email host, but those who don’t use it as much (factory floor work-

ers, temps, interns, etc.) can be split into their own group and put on CloudMail. It’s one 

great way that we help you work more efficiently while saving money.

•  Affordable hosting option

•  Access via webmail

•  Filtered for spam and viruses

•  Held Mail reporting

•  Address forwarding

•  POP3/IMAP Syncing

•  25 GB Mailboxes

•  Contacts synced via CardDAV

•  Calendar support via CalDAV

•  Optimized for all devices

•  Hybrid accounts lower cost

      And much more...

FEATURES

Secure hosted email


